Memorable Movie Dinner Scenes

1. [Diagonal Across Words]
2. [Across Words]
3. [Diagonal Across Words]
4. [Diagonal Across Words]
5. [Diagonal Across Words]
6. [Diagonal Across Words]
7. [Across Words]
8. [Across Words]
9. [Across Words]
10. [Across Words]
Across
3 An unexpected guest makes an explosive entrance during mealtime on a spaceship
6 What's dinner without a rousing rendition of "I Say a Little Prayer"? (4 words)
7 Ben Stiller explains something all mammals have in common (3 words)
8 A couple tries to play it "straight" in front of their conservative guests (2 words)
10 It was dad the whole time. The whole time! (2 words)

Down
1 Just don't touch his fancy sauce (2 words)
2 When a poltergeist is invited to dinner, expect to sing and dance for your supper
4 "Try the gray stuff, it's delicious!" (4 words)
5 "I like this one. One dog goes one way, the other dog goes the other way."
9 An insult contest leads to one epic food fight